How to launch a sage notebook:
Getting started with SAGE
Sage comes with a nice help. This file does not intend to replace it, but just to make it easier for you to start working, by providing you with the standard key and mouse bindings available in the notebook.
Dealing with vectors and matrices in SAGE
This short file shows how to declare vector and matrix types and how to operate with them.
Plotting linear objects with SAGE
Our main reason for choosing sage for your lab exercise is that you will not have to take care of visualization issues, and that you will be able concentrate in solving the geometrical problems. For this to be possible, you need to know how to instruct sage to show your geometric objects in the screen of your computer. We start with polygons and polygonal lines.
Plotting curves and surfaces with SAGE
And we continue with curves and surfaces.
Using quaternions in SAGE
This file shows how to declare and use quaternions.
